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104 Divine Perfection
This essence carries the quality of divine perfection. In the original state of
creation all is created perfectly. This is where each soul has their own individual
divine expression. All aspects are in alignment with each other and in perfect
harmony.
This essence brings you into contact with your complete soul potential. All
aspects that were, are and will be, lived in past, present and future can be
experienced; and it supports you to be in harmony with yourself in every
moment. This essence brings alignment for your path and awakens resonances
for the divine perfection so that it can find an expression on Earth. It brings you
into contact with the perfect divine blueprint that underlies all and to live your
life in harmony with it. It is like a magnet that attracts to you your own divine
vibration.

Daily application in January:
1. Rub three drops between your hands and stretch them out above your head
and invite the energy. Then place your hands onto your physical heart
chakra and wait a moment before stretching your hands out to the front.
From there move your hands to the sides and place them onto your knees.
2. Place one drop each onto the back of your feet, all seven chakras from lotus
to base chakra and both knees.
3. Rub three drops between your hands and place them onto your kidneys, wait
until the energy has been taken up. Then move your hands to the sides and
place them onto spleen and liver, wait a moment and then place your right
hand onto your sacral chakra and your left hand onto your solar plexus
chakra.
4. Cross your hands and place them onto your shoulders and tap there gently.
5. Place one drop onto your shoulder points and apply one drop onto your
neck with your fingers moving up your neck.

